
2019 Civil War Weekend Living History School Day  

Event Guidelines and Admission Procedure Info 
Friday, November 22, 2019 

 
 

• Gates open at 9am.  Plan to arrive a little early to park and organize your groups for entry. 

There is a lot to do and see between scheduled events so make the most of your time here at 

Liendo. Try to visit all of the event areas and speak with the living historians to get the most 

out of your day.  

• The entrance to Liendo will be marked with flags on either side. Please use google maps for 

accurate directions:  38653 Wyatt Chapel Rd, Hempstead, TX 77445.  Parking will be 

directed to maintain organization.  

• There will be separate booths/lines for cash, credit and tickets purchased in advance. The 

ticket booths will be clearly marked to make it easy for you to find the right line. 

• No personal checks will be accepted at the gates. School checks will be accepted at the cash 

or credit lines. 

• Civil War Weekend is an outdoor event and takes place rain or shine. Dress comfortably and 

appropriately for the weather. This is a large event covering a lot of ground so come prepared 

to do some walking. 

• Liendo is a working cattle ranch.  All resident livestock are moved outside of event areas to 

make room for you. We ask that you do not tease our animals or approach any livestock in 

pens.  Remember, this is their home.  Some livestock will be part of the event such as goats, 

horses or calves. These animals are domesticated but they are still animals. Do not approach 

or touch any animals without the permission of their owners. 

• The entire event takes place on natural ground and in a rural setting.  This means you will find 

things like cattle manure, fire ants and grass burrs.  We spend several weeks leading up to 



the event treating for fire ants but, unfortunately, in our setting it is impossible to 

completely rid the property of them.  Please be aware of these things and try to avoid them.  

Cow “patties” are harmless but messy if stepped in.  We recommend wearing shoes that you 

don’t mind getting dirty.   

• Please take the time to tour all areas and speak to the living historians (See the attached 

schedule) 

• Chaperones must ALWAYS remain with their students. 

• We expect courtesy from guests toward our event staff and volunteers who have donated 

their time to provide you with this educational opportunity. 

• ALWAYS keep safety in mind. No climbing on trees or fences. Follow the instructions of 

event staff and living historians for your safety and the safety of others. 

• Food vendors will be on site (See attached food menu). Outside food is allowed, but not 

recommended, due to the amount of walking involved and distance from the parking area to 

the main event area. 

•  First aid services will be located at the information booth throughout the day. It is centrally 

located near the food court for your convenience and provided by volunteer medical 

professionals. Mobile first aid units will also be monitoring various areas of the event to 

assist, as needed. Look for black hats with the blue “Star of Life” emblem.   

• Have a great time and learn as much as you can! 


